Access anytime, anywhere

To avoid disruption to the working day, the ideal time to perform maintenance on computers is when everyone’s gone home. But how do you access machines when they’re left unattended?

Fix from afar with remote access
Connect to computers right around the clock, all around the world. And for added security, specific technicians can be granted access to particular machines or IP addresses.

Speedy, secure connection
Access any machine in your network remotely just by installing a simple app on it.
Find out more >

Take over without traveling
View and control unattended computers, servers, and point-of-service systems remotely to resolve issues, run patches, and install updates.
Find out more >

Keep an eye on activity
A manager can view a set of reports tracking changes to remote machines and when they were made.
Find out more >

Simple, safe and secure.
- Carry out maintenance from a distance.
- Monitor activity.